
_The Industry Leader in Technology Solutions for Senior Communities
Single Digits provides unique and customizable technology solutions for residents, staff and guests 
at senior living communities—from independent, to assisted living, and memory care facilities. We 
work with over 160 senior living communities with 50,000+ residents in the U.S. We are driven to 
achieve total customer satisfaction through respect, patience, training, and support. 

Our customers receive a customized, white glove approach: We get to know your business and 
design a network based around your specific community’s needs, supporting you every step of the 
way by prioritizing customer satisfaction throughout the relationship.

Count on Single Digits for:  
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+ Next generation high-speed internet & Wi-Fi

+ Centrally managed with IoT-enabled experiences

+ Nationwide calling & advanced VoIP features

+ Competitive streaming & bulk digital TV services

+ Enhanced network security

+ Technology procurement & training

+ 24/7/365 customer & technical support

“If we’re going to be top-of-the-line 
in independent living, we need to 
provide top-of-the-line services. Single 
Digits understands how seniors want 
to receive their information and the 
responsiveness you need for a senior 
adult community.”
ALAN TUTTEROW 
Executive Director/COO 
Well•Spring

DELIVER THE CONNECTED LIFE EXPERIENCETM

The foundation of a successful network is its ability to drive consumer experience. That’s why we 
focus on your technology and connection needs first, and then we design a network that drives the 
experience. We’ll set up your network to adapt to consumer demands and perform incremental 
upgrades in wireless speeds to minimize your capital equipment spending.

SENIOR LIVING

https://twitter.com/singledigitsinc
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SEAMLESS & SECURE WI-FI ACCESS  
THROUGHOUT THE PROPERTY

When it comes to network bandwidth and security, 
no one wants to share. We provide cutting edge 
technology to deliver the fastest Wi-Fi speeds for all 
devices, wherever they are on the property. With our 
personal area networks (PAN) your residents and 
staff are provided their own network key to onboard 
their devices. Their PAN then seamlessly follows them 
wherever they go on property—the pool, the gym, 
or even a friend’s apartment—giving them a better 
connectivity experience than they would ever receive 
from other internet providers.  Also, nobody can join 
their PAN without permission. This prevents intrusion 
attempts and protects each PAN from any threats. As a 
result, your residents will be able to freely roam while 
enjoying The Connected Life ExperienceTM.

OUR NETWORK DESIGN IS DIFFERENT 
We deploy and manage a secure wireless network that not only delivers superior service to 
residents’ homes, but it also turns your entire property into a connected experience. Unlike other 
Wi-Fi solutions that only cover certain areas, we cover your entire community. We deliver more value 
for your community by implementing four distinct networks. All four networks are running on the 
same hardware, but totally independent of each other for a more secure, better user experience.

“Residents can sit on the deck 
of the pool or in the parking 
lot and use their iPads™ and 
Smartphones™. We have 
residents with anywhere  
from eight to 14 wireless 
devices in their apartments,  
many running off our 
Single Digits system.”
HOWARD DEWITT 
Former Executive Director  
Croasdaile Village

Residents Network 
Staying engaged improves 
quality of life.

Guests Network 
Keep guests connected and happy 
when they’re on campus.

Operations Network 
Work smarter, using mobile 
devices for dining, housekeeping, 
and maintenance work orders.

Medical Network 
Secure online access to electronic 
medical records is critical and avail-
able anytime, anywhere.
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LET US HELP YOU BUILD YOUR TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY
Are you prepared for the future of IoT, AI, modern health care and the changing lifestyle 
needs of your community? Schedule a planning session with our Team to discuss your senior 
living technology strategy by contacting us today:

800.291.4411    |   info@singledigits.com

ABOUT SINGLE DIGITS
Single Digits is a leading provider of intelligent managed networks, next generation Wi-Fi solutions, High-Speed Internet Access management and global support solutions and 
backed by capital support from GI Partners, a leading $21 billion real estate technology investment firm. The company offers complete guest and resident Internet and connectivity 
solutions including components of IP network design, engineering, professional services, ongoing maintenance, networking monitoring, multi-lingual support, revenue reporting and 
authentication tracking. Single Digits currently serves over 5700 customers across the hospitality, student housing, senior living, multi-family, transportation, retail, and federal and 
municipal government facilities.  © 2021 All Rights Reserved.

DON’T SETTLE FOR ORDINARY CUSTOMER SERVICE
We will minimize property management interaction and take care of your staff and residents 
24/7/365, so you don’t need to worry about managing the network or assisting your community 
with technical support. 

We offer 1:1 migration assistance and training to your residents, and we also provide an easy-to-
follow and easy-to-read documentation system called Tech Tutorials. Our free tutorial site features 
articles, PDFs and videos with great information for anyone who uses your network.
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HARNESS NEW TECHNOLOGY STRATEGIES WITH PlatformONETM

Industry trends have shown that senior living communities need to prepare for new technologies 
that are smarter, less manual, and require a robust network infrastructure. Whether its onboarding 
residents or taking advantage of specific amenities/services, Wi-Fi is the core component, and you 
need a solution that helps you optimize The Connected Life ExperienceTM.

The great news is Single Digits offers the only advanced wireless 
connectivity software platform to enhance customer opportunity 
and experience known as PlatformONE™. It provides an extendable 
foundation for your network that allows you to build out user journeys 
based on your needs, budget, and available technologies both today 
and tomorrow.
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